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The heavy-ion experiment ALICE is one of the three future
experiments at the LHC of CERN. Since data volume to be
collected for off-line processing can reach a few Gigabytes
per second, a high-performance data transmission system is
needed for data acquisition. This paper describes a switch-
based, technology-independent event builder architecture
proposed for the ALICE DAQ system. The architecture is
used to simulate data traffic between the Local Data
Concentrators (LDCs) and the Global Data Collectors
(GDCs). In order to find an optimal hardware configuration
of the ALICE DAQ system, several event building methods
are tested by simulation. We present and evaluate simulation
results that show event building latencies and source buffer
requirements at different event building methods.
1.  INTRODUCTION
At High Energy Physics (HEP) experiments, such as ALICE,
data flow is essentially unidirectional, i.e. from the detector
subsystems to a farm of processors or storing devices. Since
data volume to be collected can reach a few Gigabytes per
second [1], data acquisition systems based on a single shared
bus cannot be used any more due to the limited bandwidth.
Parallelism is the only solution to eliminate the bandwidth
limitation. The use of multiple interconnections results in a
scalable, high-throughput event builder, which itself may
constitute a small data acquisition system or may be a
component of a large, multilayered system. Several
implementations of the interconnection network are possible,
such as a multiple bus, a multiport memory or a switching
fabric. Both the multiple bus and the multiport memory
architecture still have the problem of practical realization if
the number of data sources and data destinations is great. For
large event builders, only switched networks based on high-
speed serial links seem to be feasible.
When particles interact in a detector and the interaction
satisfies certain conditions, the detector electronics produces
lots of data, which is referred to as an event. Events are
composed of several event fragments. Each event fragment is
produced by a detector segment. The aim of the event
building is to collect the separated, parallel event fragments of
the same event in one destination device. The most efficient
utilization of the switch occurs when a lot of events are
simultaneously built, and the event fragments of different
events are distributed uniformly both in time and space over
the switch. This can be achieved by using proper event
building methods.
At the ALICE experiment, three different kinds of data
stream will be merged during the heavy-ion run. Central
events (33...39 MByte) and Minimum Bias events (0...39
MByte) are expected at least with 40 Hz trigger rate, whereas
Dimuon events (ca. 0.25 MByte) are expected at least with
400 Hz trigger rate. According to these requirements, the
ALICE data acquisition system must be capable of
transferring data at an aggregate bandwidth of up to 2.5
GByte/s.
In this paper, we introduce a switch-based, technology-
independent event building architecture. Four event building
methods proposed for this architecture are then described.
Each of them uses tokens to arbitrate access to the
destinations. Non-deterministic versions of the Barrel Shifter
and the Inverse Barrel Shifter and two different Token By-
pass methods are examined concerning their applicability in
the case of both single and multiple data flow. Finally,
simulation results are presented to compare the buffer
requirements and the event building latencies of a few event
building strategies. According to the simulation results, we
evaluate the event building methods and summarize the future
tasks.
2.  A SWITCH-BASED EVENT BUILDER
ARCHITECTURE
In this chapter, we introduce a switch-based, technology-
independent event builder architecture. This architecture may
be integrated into the ALICE data acquisition system, but
even other data acquisition systems can use it.
The event builder is based on a symmetric, switched
interconnection network, in which the number of sources and
destinations is equal, as shown in Figure 1. This architecture
is used to test the event building methods. The behavioral
model of the architecture contains a few simplifying
conditions in order to gain simulation statistics and to
concentrate strictly on the event building process. Description
of the architecture and its behavior is summarized hereinafter.
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Figure 1. Architecture of a switch-based event builder
The Event Generator creates event fragments and trigger
signals during the simulations, thus it may be regarded as
either the front-end electronics or the output of a preceding
event building level. Consecutive events are assumed to be
independent. Event fragments of the same event are assumed
to be strongly correlated. The event fragments are sent to the
sources, whereas the trigger signals are sent to the Event
Destination Manager within zero time. Dashed lines
correspond to zero delay. Sources and destinations are
connected to the switch via high-speed serial links referred to
as Event Building links. Bold lines show the direction of the
detector data flow. Since event fragments are very large
messages, the switch makes dedicated connections between
the sources and the destinations for each event fragment in
order to minimize the overhead of data transfer. Due to the
circuit-switched operation mode, there is no need of memory
in the switch. Sources have infinite buffers thus we can
examine the maximum source buffer occupancies at the
different event building methods. The destinations have
buffers only for a maximum size event. After an event is
completely assembled, the corresponding destination sends it
to a storing device or to the following event building level.
During the simulations, events are removed from the system
by the destinations within zero time. When an event is
removed, its destination is said to be released.
Tokens are used to arbitrate the access to the destinations.
A token is assigned to an event and it contains the identifier
of the destination where the event is to be collected. Tokens
are generated by the Event Building Manager. In an N x N
system, at most N tokens are allowed to circulate amongst the
sources, all the other are stored in a token queue of the Event
Destination Manager. After a source has sent an event
fragment, it passes the token of the event to the logically next
source. After sending the last event fragment of a given event,
the source sends the token of the event back to the Event
Destination Manager which removes the token and issues a
new token from its token queue. Tokens are passed source by
source over an additional ring of high-speed serial links
referred to as Token links. (Since token traffic can be very
intensive at certain event building methods, it is better to
separate the token traffic from the detector data flow, thus
avoiding to overload the switch.)
3.  THE EVENT BUILDING METHODS
The event building methods are used to organize detector data
traffic in the switched event builder. All the methods
described in this paper are implemented in a token passing
system. Since a real detector produces stochastic data, tokens
are used to avoid contention of messages for the same
destination.
From the point of view of the event-destination
assignment, we can distinguish two classes of the event
building methods. At a deterministic method, such as the
Barrel shifter or the Inverse Barrel shifter, the event-
destination assignment is predefined. At a non-deterministic
method, however, the event-destination assignment is decided
only during the simulation, thus the destination of events
cannot be foreseen. The Token By-pass methods are typically
non-deterministic.
The event building methods described below are used to
manage a single data flow. (Data flow is defined as a
sequence of physical events generated with a given trigger
rate and event size distribution characteristics.) If there are
more than one data flow (multiple data flow) and each data
flow is independent of the others, we will use a dedicated
event building method for each data flow. It means that in the
case of multiple data flow, the optimal event building strategy
should be found, i.e. which kind of event is to built with
which method. Since multiple stochastic data flow causes the
destinations to release in a random order, there is no mean to
predefine the event-destination assignment. That is why we
use a non-deterministic version of the Barrel shifter and the
Inverse Barrel shifter. Nevertheless, the non-deterministic
Inverse Barrel shifter needs only FIFO memories in the
sources unlike its original, deterministic version, which
requires random access memories in the sources. All methods
described here assign events to the destinations in a first-
come-first-served manner. It means that the identifier of the
released destinations are in a queue in the Event Destination
Manager, and a new event is assigned always to the first
destination of the queue.
3.1  The Barrel shifter
The Barrel shifter event building method was first introduced
in [2]. It is based on an N input, N output switch that provides
a simple rotating interconnection pattern of N possible
configurations. The sources send event fragments of the same
event in a fixed sequential order. The first event fragment of a
new event is always sent by the first source. Destinations are
assigned to the events in a Round Robin manner. The event
fragments are assumed to be equal in length. The interarrival
time of the event fragments is assumed to be constant and
equal to the transmission time of one event fragment.
According to these assumptions, parallel event fragments are
converted to assembled streams of events with no loss of
bandwidth.
If the assumptions mentioned above do not stand, the
system becomes blocking, which results in some bandwidth
loss. The bandwidth loss depends on the variance of the event
fragment sizes and the variance of the interarrival time.
In the non-deterministic version of the Barrel shifter
(nBS), only the token passing mechanism is defined, i.e. a
new token is always sent to the first source and each source
passes the token to its neighbor. If a source holds more than
one token, the tokens are waiting in a queue. This mechanism
ensures that events are built in the order of generation and
destinations are released in a Round Robin manner if only a
single data flow is present. However, in the case of multiple
data flow, release order of the destinations cannot be foreseen
and therefore a new event is assigned to the firstly released
destination.
3.2  The Inverse Barrel shifter
The Inverse Barrel shifter is an alternative to the Barrel shifter
[3]. It is based on the same switching configuration as the
Barrel shifter, but the Round Robin loop of the destinations is
inverted. The sources send event fragments in a sequential
order, but the first event fragment of a new event is sent by
the second neighbor sources in a Round Robin manner. If the
interarrival time of the event fragments is constant and equal
to the transmission time of the fixed-length event fragments,
this method reduces the maximum source buffer occupancy in
the system to the half as compared to the Barrel shifter.
However, the event building latency is the same as in the
Barrel shifter. If the interarrival time of the event fragments is
more than the transmission time of the fixed-length event
fragments, the Inverse Barrel shifter results in some
bandwidth loss due to algorithmic self-blocking. In addition
to that, the throughput of the system decreases further if
stochastic data flow is used.
In the non-deterministic version of the Inverse Barrel
shifter (nIBS) - similarly to the non-deterministic Barrel
shifter - only the token passing mechanism is defined. Tokens
are passed to the next source, and a new token is always sent
to the second neighbor source as compared to the source that
first received the previous token. If a source holds more than
one token, the tokens are waiting in a queue. Sequential
release of destinations is not guaranteed at neither single nor
multiple stochastic data flow.
3.3  The Token By-pass methods
The Token By-pass methods [4] are investigated to avoid
head-of-line blocking in the sources. Head-of-line blocking
comes from that tokens are waiting in a queue in the sources
until all event fragments of the preceding tokens have been
transmitted. The principle of the Token By-pass methods is to
forward the token immediately if the source is busy, i.e. when
it is just transmitting an event fragment. It means that tokens
circulate amongst the sources, and a token is picked up only if
it arrives to a source which is not busy and has not sent the
corresponding event fragment yet. Although this token
passing mechanism eliminates the head-of-line blocking
effect, the token traffic becomes very intensive. Moreover,
this method is theoretically starving (i.e. certain tokens may
circulate infinite long time), but this property can be removed
by using time out check for the tokens. Simulation results will
show that the maximum event building latency remains in a
reasonable range even without time out check.
Two kinds of the Token By-pass methods are examined in
this paper. In the first version, the new tokens are first sent to
a predefined, e.g. to the first source. This method is called
Token By-pass with Fixed Insertion (TBFI). In the other
version, the new tokens are first sent to the sources in the
same way as at the Inverse Barrel shifter. This second version
is referred to as Token By-pass with Shifted Insertion (TBSI).
The Token By-pass methods result in efficient event
building if the standard deviation of the events and/or the
event fragments is great (more than 5-10% of the mean
value), and the token passing time is negligible as compared
to the average interarrival time of the events.
4. SIMULATION SETUP
The simulator is written in MODSIM II, which is a general
purpose, object-oriented language supporting discrete-event
simulation [5]. We carried out simulations only with two
kinds of the events; with the Central and the Minimum Bias
events. Although the expected trigger rate of the two events
are the same, their size distribution is very different and thus
their merged data flow results in a really complicated multiple
data flow. On the other hand, these two events constitute the
major part of the data volume to save at the ALICE
experiment.
Since the exact trigger rate and event size distribution of
the physical events are still not known, an approximate data
model is used according to preliminary information. Thus the
two events are modeled by the following characteristics. The
trigger interarrival time follows Exponential distribution. A
common trigger signal is generated with a mean value of 80
Hz, and each trigger is decided randomly whether it is a
Central or Minimum Bias trigger. This results in the expected
40 Hz average trigger rate for both the Central and the
Minimum Bias events. The mean event size of the Central
events is 36 MByte, and the event size distribution follows
Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 5% of the
mean value. The mean event size of the Minimum Bias events
is 10 MByte, and the event size distribution follows Gamma
distribution with the alpha parameter of 2. Both event sizes
are limited in the [0...39 MByte] range according to properties
of the trigger electronics but this limitation has negligible
effect to the event size distributions. Events are cut into N
equal pieces of event fragments, where N is the number of
sources. Each event fragment size is modulated randomly
with +10% which results in random, but strongly correlated
event fragments of the same event. However, there is no
correlation between the event fragments of consecutive
events.
Technological parameters of the event builder architecture
are chosen in the magnitude of real technology-specific
values regarding to the throughput requirements of the
ALICE data acquisition system. The event builder consists of
32 sources and 32 destinations. The Event Building link
bandwidth is set to 100 MByte/s that results in near 60% link
load. (The link load is defined as the ratio of the input data
volume per second to the link bandwidth.) We use 100 µs
dead time on the Event Building links. This dead time
corresponds to the software overhead of the data transfer
between the sources and the destinations. The token passing
time on the Token links is set to 100 µs. Since tokens are very
short messages and their transmission time is negligible, thus
the token passing time is essentially the token processing
time. In order to obtain simulation statistics, 10000 trigger
signals are generated in one data flow.
5. SIMULATION RESULTS
The aim of the simulations is to show the maximum source
buffer occupancy, the source buffer utilization range, the
average event building latency and the maximum event
building latency at different event building strategies.
The maximum source buffer occupancy is an important
factor from the point of view of the hardware design and cost.
This parameter is an observed value of one simulation run and
it gives the maximum buffer occupancy that is detected
among the sources. (At a longer run its value may be a bit
greater with a certain - but very small - probability.)
The source buffer utilization range is defined as an
interval between the minimum and the maximum value of the
average source buffer occupancies of a given simulation run.
For the average source buffer occupancies, time weighted
values are taken. The source buffer utilization range shows
how the buffer requirements are distributed amongst the
sources and how the buffers are utilized related to the
maximum source buffer occupancy of the system.
The event building latency is defined as the time needed to
collect all event fragments of a given event at the
corresponding destination. The average event building latency
gives information on the throughput of the event builder and
it indicates the effect of blocking. The maximum event
building latency has importance at the Token By-pass
methods where it informs about the starving property of the
methods. This parameter also shows how the different data
flows block each other in the case of multiple data flow.
Since the multiple data flow consists of two data flows
(corresponding to the Central and the Minimum Bias events)
and we have four event building methods, the total number of
the event building strategies are sixteen. From the sixteen,
here we present the results of only six typical strategies: nBS–
nBS, nBS-TBSI, nIBS-TBSI, TBFI-nBS, TBSI-nIBS, TBSI-
TBSI. In this annotation, the first method of each pair refers
to the Central events whereas the second method to the
Minimum Bias events.
We have the following general remarks to the event
building strategies concerning the choice of the typical
strategies. Central event building with nIBS is feasible only if
a Token By-pass method is used for the Minimum Bias event
building, otherwise the system is overloaded. For Minimum
Bias event building, the nBS and the nIBS methods give
similar results, independently of the Central event building
method. The TBFI and TBSI methods are equivalent for the
Minimum Bias event building.








































Figure 2. Average event building latencies at different event
building strategies
Figure 2 and Figure 3 shows the average and the
maximum event building latencies at different event building
strategies, respectively. The nBS-nBS strategy has very poor
performance because the event fragments block each other in
the FIFO source buffers. If the Minimum Bias events are built
with a Token By-pass method, their average event building
latency will dramatically decrease, and the average event
building latency of the Central events will also be less about
10%. The least average and maximum event building latency
occurs when both events are built by the TBSI method.
However, this strategy performs the most intensive token
traffic on the Token links. According to the maximum event
building latency values, the Token By-pass methods do not
seem to be starving even without time out check.











































Figure 3. Maximum event building latencies at different
event building strategies



























Figure 4. Buffer requirements at different event building
strategies
In Figure 4, the maximum source buffer occupancies are
shown with the source buffer utilization ranges at different
event building strategies. Regarding the buffer requirements,
the TBSI-TBSI event building strategy has the best
performance again. The maximum source buffer occupancy is
about 35% less at the TBSI-TBSI strategy than at the nBS-
nBS. The buffer utilization range of the TBSI-TBSI strategy
is less than 1 MByte, which means that the buffer
requirements are distributed nearly uniformly. The TBSI-
nIBS strategy also has very good performance, which is a bit
surprising, because the nIBS event building method is not an
effective way to build events with great deviation in size.
6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE TASKS
We described a switch-based, technology-independent event
builder architecture and introduced four non-deterministic
event building methods that may be used in the ALICE data
acquisition system. We combined the event building methods
to organize the merged data flow of the Central and Minimum
Bias events and we tested the different event building
strategies by simulation.
The best performance was reached when we used only
Token By-pass methods (TBFI or TBSI) for both the Central
and the Minimum Bias event building. When we combined
the nBS or the nIBS method with one of the Token By-pass
methods, the global performance was satisfying, but either the
event building latencies or the buffer requirements were
significantly greater than in the case when we used only
Token By-pass methods. When we combined the nBS and the
nIBS method, the system seemed to be overloaded at that
simulation setup we used. The only except was the nBS-nBS
strategy which reached the steady-state during the simulation.
At the nBS-nBS strategy the average event building latency
of the Central events was only 10% more, but that of the
Minimum Bias events was three times more than at the TBSI-
TBSI strategy. The maximum source buffer occupancy was
twice as more at the nBS-nBS than at the TBSI-TBSI.
The future investigations include implementation of a
packet-switched event builder and carrying out simulation
with technology specific parameters. We also want to refine
the data model and to extend the simulations with the Dimuon
events.
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